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Have you ever wanted to be a hacker? Does cracking passwords and the exfiltration of data
intrigue you? Free Bonus Inside! This e-book comes with another 60+ page e-book about
everything you need to know about Spyware & Adware! That's TWO books for the price of one!
Hacking University: Freshman Edition is a beginner’s guide to the complex security concepts
involved with hacking. Whether you are an aspiring "hacktivist" or a security-minded individual,
this book can start you on your career of exploration. This book contains demonstrations of
hacking techniques and actual code. Aspiring hackers can follow along to get a feel for how
professions operate, and persons wishing to hide themselves from hackers can view the same
methods for information on how to protect themselves.What makes this hacking book different
from other hacking books you might asked?Well it essentially brings the most up to date
information that will allow you to start hacking today. Every skill has to start from somewhere and
I firmly believe this book is the perfect platform to get you on your way to start a specialized skill-
set in Hacking.By reading this book you will learn the following:The rich history behind
hackingModern security and its place in the business worldCommon terminology and technical
jargon in securityHow to program a fork bombHow to crack a Wi-Fi passwordMethods for
protecting and concealing yourself as a hackerHow to prevent counter-hacks and deter
government surveillanceThe different types of malware and what they doVarious types of
hacking attacks and how perform or protect yourself from themAnd much more!Hacking
University: Freshman Edition is a wonderful overview of the types of topics that hackers like to
learn about. By purchasing this book, you too can learn the well-kept secrets of hackers.Get
your copy today! Scroll up and hit the buy button to download now!

"Whether you're interested in becoming a serious hacker/penetration tester or just want to know
how they work, this book is one you need to read. Intense, technically sound, and eye-opening."<
—Computerworld"Black Hat Python is an excellent way to start by fully investigating how the
language can be used for both the light – and dark – sides of hacking."<—ZDNetAbout the
AuthorJustin Seitz is a senior security researcher for Immunity, Inc., where he spends his time
bug hunting, reverse engineering, writing exploits, and coding Python. He is the author of Gray
Hat Python (No Starch Press), the first book to cover Python for security analysis.
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Hacking University: Freshman EditionEssential Beginner’s Guide on How to Become an
Amateur Hacker (Hacking, How to Hack, Hacking for Beginners, Computer Hacking)Series:
Hacking Freedom and Data Driven Volume 1By Isaac D. Cody© Copyright 2014 by Isaac D.
Cody- All rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable
information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that
the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified
services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession
should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally
by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and
Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in
either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited
and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the
publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and
consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any
policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the
recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against
the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either
directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The
information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The
presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The
trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.Free BonusI want to thank you for purchasing and downloading my ebook! I
truly appreciate your interest in educating yourself and getting started to the world of Hacking!
As promised, I have a FREE e-book for you to show you my appreciation. This 60+ page e-book
is everything you need to know about Spyware and Adware. to download your copy!Table of
ContentsPreviewIntroductionChapter 1: History and Famous HacksChapter 2: Modern
SecurityChapter 3: Common TermsChapter 4: Getting Started HackingChapter 5: Building Skill
and Protecting OneselfConclusionPreviewDo you ever wonder what the future holds in terms of
computer security and computer hacking? Have you ever wondered if hacking is right for you?It
is estimated that a Certified Ethical Hacker earns on average $71,000. Differentiate yourself and
learn what it means to become a hacker!This book will provide you the ultimate guide in how to
actually start and begin how to learn Computer Hacking. I firmly believe with the right
motivation, ethics, and passion, anyone can be a hacker."Hacking University: Freshman
Edition. Essential Beginner's Guide on How to Become an Amateur Hacker will encompass a
wide array of topics that will lay the foundation of computer hacking AND actually enable you to



start hacking.Some of the topics covered in this book include:The History of HackingBenefits
and Dangers of HackingThe Future of CybersecurityEssential Basics to Start HackingComputer
NetworksHacking in terms of Hardware and Software Penetration TestingCracking
PasswordsBackdoorsTrojansInformation SecurityNetwork Scan and VPNVirusesBelieve it or not
there are just a few of the topics covered in this book. "Hacking University: Freshman
Edition. Essential Beginner's Guide on How to Become an Amateur Hacker (Hacking, How to
Hack, Hacking for Beginners, Computer Hacking) will cover much more related topics to
this. IntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book Hacking
University: Freshman Edition. This book is the definitive starters guide for information on
hacking. Whether you are a security professional or an aspiring hacktivist, this book provides
you with definitions, resources, and demonstrations for the novice.Hacking is a divisive subject,
but it is a matter of fact that hacking is used for benevolent purposes as well as malevolent.
Hacking is needed, for otherwise how would incompetence and abuse be brought to light?
Equally, the “Hacker’s Manifesto” explains the ideology of hackers- they are guilty of no crime,
save curiosity. Experimenting with systems is inherently fun, and it offers exceptionally gifted
people an outlet for their inquisitiveness. This book continues those ethics; the demonstrations
made available here are written in good faith for the sake of education and
enjoyment.Nonetheless federal governments hack each other to steal classified information,
groups hack corporations on a political agenda, and individuals exploit other people for
revenge. These examples do not represent hackers, and the aforementioned scenarios are not
what good-natured, curious hackers would do. This book does not condone these types of
hacks either. As a disclaimer, though- nobody is responsible for any damage caused except for
yourself. Some demonstrations in this book are potentially dangerous, so by performing them
you are doing so willingly of your own accord and with explicit permission from the computer and
network owners. And for the non-hackers reading, there’s an inescapable fact- you will need the
information in this book to protect yourself. You will learn what hackers look for and how they
exploit security weaknesses. Therefore, you will be able to protect yourself more fully from their
threats. Lastly, if you do not develop your knowledge in this field, you will inevitably fall behind.
Complacency leads to vulnerability in the computer world, so this book could be the one that
clues you in on just how important security and hacking are.It’s time for you to become an
amazing hacker. Studying the history of the art form will give you an appreciation and
background, so we will begin there. Read on and begin your career of security.Chapter 1:
History and Famous HacksHacking has a rich a varied history beginning far back in ancient
times. Cryptography and encryption (passwords) were used by Roman armies. A commander
would need to send orders across the battlefield and would do so by writing instructions on a
piece of paper. Foot-soldiers could run the papers back and forth and thus one side would gain
an advantage with increased knowledge. Undoubtedly the soldiers would sometimes be
captured and the secret orders would fall into the wrong hands. To combat this, commanders
began obscuring the text by transforming and moving around the letters. This process, known



as encryption, succeeded in confusing enemy commanders until they were forced to attempt to
break the encryption. Employing mathematical methods and clever tricks to un-obfuscate the
orders, the enemy would sometimes be able to decode the text. Therefore, ancient people were
hacking long before computers were even conceived! However, when most people imagine
early hacking, they are usually drawn to the wildly interesting story of the Enigma Machine. The
Enigma machine was a device used famously in Nazi Germany during the 2nd World War to
encrypt and decrypt war messages. Much like the ancient Romans, the German messages
were obfuscated and transformed before sending so that if the message might be intercepted,
the opposition would be unable to read the highly secretive text. Besides a brief moment in the
1930’s where the encryption method was discovered, the Enigma machine was very successful
for much of its existence. Polish cryptologists were the ones to initially break the code, but
Germany countered later in the decade by improving on the design and making Enigma far more
complicated. The rein of Enigma continued throughout the war. An American professor by the
name of Alan Turing used his studies and extensive knowledge of mathematics to provide key
research that broke the Enigma code again in 1939. As it usually is with encryption methods
though, Enigma was improved again and made unbreakable until 1943 when Turing assisted the
Navy and produced a faster decryption machine. “Bombes”, as they were called, were the
decryption machines the facilitated cracking the Enigma code. Bombe machines used rotating
drums and electrical signals to analyze the scrambled messages and output the correct
configuration of dials and plugs that would result in a decoded text. Bombes could almost be
considered some of the earliest computers due to their mechanical and electrical complexity.
Despite the highly advanced technology put forth from both sides, Enigma’s final demise
actually came about from the allied capture of the secret keys, or codes, used in the machine.
With the encryption method clear, Enigma became mostly useless baring another redesign. A
redesign couldn’t come soon enough, as the war soon ended. The allied ability to decode
Enigma messages definitely played a large part in their success.After World War II, an immense
amount of research and calculations went into developing projectile missiles and nuclear
weapons. The Cold War essentially facilitated the development of modern electrical computers
because electronic devices could perform mathematics at a speedy pace. Advanced devices
such as Colossus, ENIAC, and EDSAC paved the way for faster electronics throughout the
1950s and 1960s. Supercomputers were used in universities and corporations around the world,
and these early devices were susceptible to intrusion and hacking as well. However, the most
notable 20th century hacking movement was known as Phreaking, and it involved “hacking”
through telephones.Phreaking began after phone companies switched from human operators to
automated switches. Automated switches determined where to route a phone call based on the
tonal frequency generated by telephones when numbers were dialed. The pitched beeps heard
when pressing buttons on cell phones is reminiscent of this, as each button produces a
differently pitched tone. Tones in succession dialed numbers with automatic switches, and the
phone user would have their call connected to the number dialed.Certain other tones translated



to different actions, though- phreakers discovered that by imitating the special tones they could
control the automated switches and get free long-distance phone calls across the world.
Phreaking then evolved into a culture of individuals who would explore and experiment with
phone systems, often delving into illegal methods to have fun and evade fees. Skilled phreakers
could even eavesdrop on phone calls and manipulate phone company employees by
impersonating technical staff.A few phreakers became famous within the community for
discovering new techniques and furthering the phreaking study. Joseph Engressia was the first
to discover the tone needed to make long distance calls, and John “Captain Crunch” Draper
found that a prize whistle within a cereal box produced that exact tone, and he gained his
nickname from that finding. Interviews of prominent phreakers inspired later generations- Steve
Jobs himself liked to partake in the hobby. Networked computers and the invention of BBS
brought the culture to even more people, so the pastime grew tremendously. No longer a small
movement, the government took notice in 1990 when phreaking communities were targeted by
the United States Secret Service through Operation Sundevil. The operation saw a few
phreaking groups shut down for illegal activity. As time progressed, landlines became
increasingly less popular having to compete with cell phones, so phreaking mostly died in the
1990s. Mostly, phreaking culture sidestepped and got absorbed into hacking culture when
personal computers became affordable to most families. By the mid-1980s, corporations and
government facilities were being hacked into regularly by hobbyists and “white-hat”
professionals who report computer vulnerabilities. Loyd Blankenship wrote the “Hacker
Manifesto” on an online magazine viewed by hackers and phreakers in 1986; the document later
became a key piece in the philosophy of hackers as it attributes them as curious individuals who
are not guilty of crime. Hacking continued to develop and in 1988 Robert Morris created a
computer worm that crashed Cornell University’s computer system. Although likely not
malicious, this situation marked a division in computer hacking. Some individuals continued to
have fun as “white-hats” and others sought illegal personal gain as “black-hat” hackers.The most
popular hacker group today is most definitely Anonymous. The aptly-named group is essentially
hidden and member-less because it performs “operations” that any person can join, usually by
voluntarily joining a botnet and DDoSing (these terms will be discussed further in subsequent
chapters). Anonymous is most popular for their “raids” on Habbo Hotel, scientology, and
Paypal. While some actions the group take seem contradictory to past action or counter-
intuitive, these facts make sense because Anonymous does not have a defined membership
and actions are taken by individuals claiming to be part of the group- there are no core
members. Many news outlets label Anonymous as a terrorist group, and constant hacking
operations keep the group in the public eye today. Edward Snowden became a household name
in 2013 when he leaked sensitive documents from the National Security Agency that revealed
the US government’s domestic and worldwide surveillance programs. Snowden is hailed as a
hero by those that believe the surveillance was unwarranted, obtrusive, and an invasion of
privacy. Opponents of Snowden claim he is a terrorist who leaked private data of the



government. No matter which way the situation is viewed, it becomes clear that hacking and
cybersecurity are grand-scale issues in the modern world.Hacking University: Freshman
EditionEssential Beginner’s Guide on How to Become an Amateur Hacker (Hacking, How to
Hack, Hacking for Beginners, Computer Hacking)Series: Hacking Freedom and Data Driven
Volume 1By Isaac D. CodyHacking University: Freshman EditionEssential Beginner’s Guide on
How to Become an Amateur Hacker (Hacking, How to Hack, Hacking for Beginners, Computer
Hacking)Series: Hacking Freedom and Data Driven Volume 1By Isaac D. Cody© Copyright
2014 by Isaac D. Cody- All rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and
reliable information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the
idea that the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise,
qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the
profession should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and
approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of
Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of
this document in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is
strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission
from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and
consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any
policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the
recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against
the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either
directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The
information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The
presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The
trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.© Copyright 2014 by Isaac D. Cody- All rights reserved.© Copyright 2014 by
Isaac D. Cody- All rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable
information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that
the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified
services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession
should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally
by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and
Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in
either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited
and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the
publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and
consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any



policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the
recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against
the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either
directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The
information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The
presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The
trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.Free BonusI want to thank you for purchasing and downloading my ebook! I
truly appreciate your interest in educating yourself and getting started to the world of Hacking!
As promised, I have a FREE e-book for you to show you my appreciation. This 60+ page e-book
is everything you need to know about Spyware and Adware. to download your copy!Free BonusI
want to thank you for purchasing and downloading my ebook! I truly appreciate your interest in
educating yourself and getting started to the world of Hacking! As promised, I have a FREE e-
book for you to show you my appreciation. This 60+ page e-book is everything you need to know
about Spyware and Adware. to download your copy!Table of
ContentsPreviewIntroductionChapter 1: History and Famous HacksChapter 2: Modern
SecurityChapter 3: Common TermsChapter 4: Getting Started HackingChapter 5: Building Skill
and Protecting OneselfConclusionTable of ContentsPreviewIntroductionChapter 1: History and
Famous HacksChapter 2: Modern SecurityChapter 3: Common TermsChapter 4: Getting Started
HackingChapter 5: Building Skill and Protecting OneselfConclusionPreviewDo you ever wonder
what the future holds in terms of computer security and computer hacking? Have you ever
wondered if hacking is right for you?It is estimated that a Certified Ethical Hacker earns on
average $71,000. Differentiate yourself and learn what it means to become a hacker!This book
will provide you the ultimate guide in how to actually start and begin how to learn Computer
Hacking. I firmly believe with the right motivation, ethics, and passion, anyone can be a
hacker."Hacking University: Freshman Edition. Essential Beginner's Guide on How to Become
an Amateur Hacker will encompass a wide array of topics that will lay the foundation of computer
hacking AND actually enable you to start hacking.Some of the topics covered in this book
include:The History of HackingBenefits and Dangers of HackingThe Future of
CybersecurityEssential Basics to Start HackingComputer NetworksHacking in terms
of Hardware and Software Penetration TestingCracking PasswordsBackdoorsTrojansInformation
SecurityNetwork Scan and VPNVirusesBelieve it or not there are just a few of the topics covered
in this book. "Hacking University: Freshman Edition. Essential Beginner's Guide on How to
Become an Amateur Hacker (Hacking, How to Hack, Hacking for Beginners, Computer
Hacking) will cover much more related topics to this. PreviewDo you ever wonder what the future
holds in terms of computer security and computer hacking? Have you ever wondered if hacking
is right for you?It is estimated that a Certified Ethical Hacker earns on average $71,000.



Differentiate yourself and learn what it means to become a hacker!This book will provide you the
ultimate guide in how to actually start and begin how to learn Computer Hacking. I firmly believe
with the right motivation, ethics, and passion, anyone can be a hacker."Hacking University:
Freshman Edition. Essential Beginner's Guide on How to Become an Amateur Hacker will
encompass a wide array of topics that will lay the foundation of computer hacking AND actually
enable you to start hacking.Some of the topics covered in this book include:The History of
HackingBenefits and Dangers of HackingThe Future of CybersecurityEssential Basics to Start
HackingComputer NetworksHacking in terms of Hardware and Software Penetration
TestingCracking PasswordsBackdoorsTrojansInformation SecurityNetwork Scan and
VPNVirusesBelieve it or not there are just a few of the topics covered in this book. "Hacking
University: Freshman Edition. Essential Beginner's Guide on How to Become an Amateur
Hacker (Hacking, How to Hack, Hacking for Beginners, Computer Hacking) will cover much
more related topics to this. IntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading
the book Hacking University: Freshman Edition. This book is the definitive starters guide for
information on hacking. Whether you are a security professional or an aspiring hacktivist, this
book provides you with definitions, resources, and demonstrations for the novice.Hacking is a
divisive subject, but it is a matter of fact that hacking is used for benevolent purposes as well as
malevolent. Hacking is needed, for otherwise how would incompetence and abuse be brought
to light? Equally, the “Hacker’s Manifesto” explains the ideology of hackers- they are guilty of no
crime, save curiosity. Experimenting with systems is inherently fun, and it offers exceptionally
gifted people an outlet for their inquisitiveness. This book continues those ethics; the
demonstrations made available here are written in good faith for the sake of education and
enjoyment.Nonetheless federal governments hack each other to steal classified information,
groups hack corporations on a political agenda, and individuals exploit other people for
revenge. These examples do not represent hackers, and the aforementioned scenarios are not
what good-natured, curious hackers would do. This book does not condone these types of
hacks either. As a disclaimer, though- nobody is responsible for any damage caused except for
yourself. Some demonstrations in this book are potentially dangerous, so by performing them
you are doing so willingly of your own accord and with explicit permission from the computer and
network owners. And for the non-hackers reading, there’s an inescapable fact- you will need the
information in this book to protect yourself. You will learn what hackers look for and how they
exploit security weaknesses. Therefore, you will be able to protect yourself more fully from their
threats. Lastly, if you do not develop your knowledge in this field, you will inevitably fall behind.
Complacency leads to vulnerability in the computer world, so this book could be the one that
clues you in on just how important security and hacking are.It’s time for you to become an
amazing hacker. Studying the history of the art form will give you an appreciation and
background, so we will begin there. Read on and begin your career of security.IntroductionI
want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book Hacking University: Freshman
Edition. This book is the definitive starters guide for information on hacking. Whether you are a



security professional or an aspiring hacktivist, this book provides you with definitions, resources,
and demonstrations for the novice.Hacking is a divisive subject, but it is a matter of fact that
hacking is used for benevolent purposes as well as malevolent. Hacking is needed, for
otherwise how would incompetence and abuse be brought to light? Equally, the “Hacker’s
Manifesto” explains the ideology of hackers- they are guilty of no crime, save curiosity.
Experimenting with systems is inherently fun, and it offers exceptionally gifted people an outlet
for their inquisitiveness. This book continues those ethics; the demonstrations made available
here are written in good faith for the sake of education and enjoyment.Nonetheless federal
governments hack each other to steal classified information, groups hack corporations on a
political agenda, and individuals exploit other people for revenge. These examples do not
represent hackers, and the aforementioned scenarios are not what good-natured, curious
hackers would do. This book does not condone these types of hacks either. As a disclaimer,
though- nobody is responsible for any damage caused except for yourself. Some
demonstrations in this book are potentially dangerous, so by performing them you are doing so
willingly of your own accord and with explicit permission from the computer and network
owners. And for the non-hackers reading, there’s an inescapable fact- you will need the
information in this book to protect yourself. You will learn what hackers look for and how they
exploit security weaknesses. Therefore, you will be able to protect yourself more fully from their
threats. Lastly, if you do not develop your knowledge in this field, you will inevitably fall behind.
Complacency leads to vulnerability in the computer world, so this book could be the one that
clues you in on just how important security and hacking are.It’s time for you to become an
amazing hacker. Studying the history of the art form will give you an appreciation and
background, so we will begin there. Read on and begin your career of security.Chapter 1:
History and Famous HacksHacking has a rich a varied history beginning far back in ancient
times. Cryptography and encryption (passwords) were used by Roman armies. A commander
would need to send orders across the battlefield and would do so by writing instructions on a
piece of paper. Foot-soldiers could run the papers back and forth and thus one side would gain
an advantage with increased knowledge. Undoubtedly the soldiers would sometimes be
captured and the secret orders would fall into the wrong hands. To combat this, commanders
began obscuring the text by transforming and moving around the letters. This process, known
as encryption, succeeded in confusing enemy commanders until they were forced to attempt to
break the encryption. Employing mathematical methods and clever tricks to un-obfuscate the
orders, the enemy would sometimes be able to decode the text. Therefore, ancient people were
hacking long before computers were even conceived! However, when most people imagine
early hacking, they are usually drawn to the wildly interesting story of the Enigma Machine. The
Enigma machine was a device used famously in Nazi Germany during the 2nd World War to
encrypt and decrypt war messages. Much like the ancient Romans, the German messages
were obfuscated and transformed before sending so that if the message might be intercepted,
the opposition would be unable to read the highly secretive text. Besides a brief moment in the



1930’s where the encryption method was discovered, the Enigma machine was very successful
for much of its existence. Polish cryptologists were the ones to initially break the code, but
Germany countered later in the decade by improving on the design and making Enigma far more
complicated. The rein of Enigma continued throughout the war. An American professor by the
name of Alan Turing used his studies and extensive knowledge of mathematics to provide key
research that broke the Enigma code again in 1939. As it usually is with encryption methods
though, Enigma was improved again and made unbreakable until 1943 when Turing assisted the
Navy and produced a faster decryption machine. “Bombes”, as they were called, were the
decryption machines the facilitated cracking the Enigma code. Bombe machines used rotating
drums and electrical signals to analyze the scrambled messages and output the correct
configuration of dials and plugs that would result in a decoded text. Bombes could almost be
considered some of the earliest computers due to their mechanical and electrical complexity.
Despite the highly advanced technology put forth from both sides, Enigma’s final demise
actually came about from the allied capture of the secret keys, or codes, used in the machine.
With the encryption method clear, Enigma became mostly useless baring another redesign. A
redesign couldn’t come soon enough, as the war soon ended. The allied ability to decode
Enigma messages definitely played a large part in their success.After World War II, an immense
amount of research and calculations went into developing projectile missiles and nuclear
weapons. The Cold War essentially facilitated the development of modern electrical computers
because electronic devices could perform mathematics at a speedy pace. Advanced devices
such as Colossus, ENIAC, and EDSAC paved the way for faster electronics throughout the
1950s and 1960s. Supercomputers were used in universities and corporations around the world,
and these early devices were susceptible to intrusion and hacking as well. However, the most
notable 20th century hacking movement was known as Phreaking, and it involved “hacking”
through telephones.Phreaking began after phone companies switched from human operators to
automated switches. Automated switches determined where to route a phone call based on the
tonal frequency generated by telephones when numbers were dialed. The pitched beeps heard
when pressing buttons on cell phones is reminiscent of this, as each button produces a
differently pitched tone. Tones in succession dialed numbers with automatic switches, and the
phone user would have their call connected to the number dialed.Certain other tones translated
to different actions, though- phreakers discovered that by imitating the special tones they could
control the automated switches and get free long-distance phone calls across the world.
Phreaking then evolved into a culture of individuals who would explore and experiment with
phone systems, often delving into illegal methods to have fun and evade fees. Skilled phreakers
could even eavesdrop on phone calls and manipulate phone company employees by
impersonating technical staff.A few phreakers became famous within the community for
discovering new techniques and furthering the phreaking study. Joseph Engressia was the first
to discover the tone needed to make long distance calls, and John “Captain Crunch” Draper
found that a prize whistle within a cereal box produced that exact tone, and he gained his



nickname from that finding. Interviews of prominent phreakers inspired later generations- Steve
Jobs himself liked to partake in the hobby. Networked computers and the invention of BBS
brought the culture to even more people, so the pastime grew tremendously. No longer a small
movement, the government took notice in 1990 when phreaking communities were targeted by
the United States Secret Service through Operation Sundevil. The operation saw a few
phreaking groups shut down for illegal activity. As time progressed, landlines became
increasingly less popular having to compete with cell phones, so phreaking mostly died in the
1990s. Mostly, phreaking culture sidestepped and got absorbed into hacking culture when
personal computers became affordable to most families. By the mid-1980s, corporations and
government facilities were being hacked into regularly by hobbyists and “white-hat”
professionals who report computer vulnerabilities. Loyd Blankenship wrote the “Hacker
Manifesto” on an online magazine viewed by hackers and phreakers in 1986; the document later
became a key piece in the philosophy of hackers as it attributes them as curious individuals who
are not guilty of crime. Hacking continued to develop and in 1988 Robert Morris created a
computer worm that crashed Cornell University’s computer system. Although likely not
malicious, this situation marked a division in computer hacking. Some individuals continued to
have fun as “white-hats” and others sought illegal personal gain as “black-hat” hackers.The most
popular hacker group today is most definitely Anonymous. The aptly-named group is essentially
hidden and member-less because it performs “operations” that any person can join, usually by
voluntarily joining a botnet and DDoSing (these terms will be discussed further in subsequent
chapters). Anonymous is most popular for their “raids” on Habbo Hotel, scientology, and
Paypal. While some actions the group take seem contradictory to past action or counter-
intuitive, these facts make sense because Anonymous does not have a defined membership
and actions are taken by individuals claiming to be part of the group- there are no core
members. Many news outlets label Anonymous as a terrorist group, and constant hacking
operations keep the group in the public eye today. Edward Snowden became a household name
in 2013 when he leaked sensitive documents from the National Security Agency that revealed
the US government’s domestic and worldwide surveillance programs. Snowden is hailed as a
hero by those that believe the surveillance was unwarranted, obtrusive, and an invasion of
privacy. Opponents of Snowden claim he is a terrorist who leaked private data of the
government. No matter which way the situation is viewed, it becomes clear that hacking and
cybersecurity are grand-scale issues in the modern world.Chapter 1: History and Famous
HacksHacking has a rich a varied history beginning far back in ancient times. Cryptography and
encryption (passwords) were used by Roman armies. A commander would need to send orders
across the battlefield and would do so by writing instructions on a piece of paper. Foot-soldiers
could run the papers back and forth and thus one side would gain an advantage with increased
knowledge. Undoubtedly the soldiers would sometimes be captured and the secret orders would
fall into the wrong hands. To combat this, commanders began obscuring the text by
transforming and moving around the letters. This process, known as encryption, succeeded in



confusing enemy commanders until they were forced to attempt to break the encryption.
Employing mathematical methods and clever tricks to un-obfuscate the orders, the enemy would
sometimes be able to decode the text. Therefore, ancient people were hacking long before
computers were even conceived! However, when most people imagine early hacking, they are
usually drawn to the wildly interesting story of the Enigma Machine. The Enigma machine was a
device used famously in Nazi Germany during the 2nd World War to encrypt and decrypt war
messages. Much like the ancient Romans, the German messages were obfuscated and
transformed before sending so that if the message might be intercepted, the opposition would
be unable to read the highly secretive text. Besides a brief moment in the 1930’s where the
encryption method was discovered, the Enigma machine was very successful for much of its
existence. Polish cryptologists were the ones to initially break the code, but Germany countered
later in the decade by improving on the design and making Enigma far more complicated. The
rein of Enigma continued throughout the war. An American professor by the name of Alan Turing
used his studies and extensive knowledge of mathematics to provide key research that broke
the Enigma code again in 1939. As it usually is with encryption methods though, Enigma was
improved again and made unbreakable until 1943 when Turing assisted the Navy and produced
a faster decryption machine. “Bombes”, as they were called, were the decryption machines the
facilitated cracking the Enigma code. Bombe machines used rotating drums and electrical
signals to analyze the scrambled messages and output the correct configuration of dials and
plugs that would result in a decoded text. Bombes could almost be considered some of the
earliest computers due to their mechanical and electrical complexity. Despite the highly
advanced technology put forth from both sides, Enigma’s final demise actually came about from
the allied capture of the secret keys, or codes, used in the machine. With the encryption method
clear, Enigma became mostly useless baring another redesign. A redesign couldn’t come soon
enough, as the war soon ended. The allied ability to decode Enigma messages definitely played
a large part in their success.After World War II, an immense amount of research and calculations
went into developing projectile missiles and nuclear weapons. The Cold War essentially
facilitated the development of modern electrical computers because electronic devices could
perform mathematics at a speedy pace. Advanced devices such as Colossus, ENIAC, and
EDSAC paved the way for faster electronics throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Supercomputers
were used in universities and corporations around the world, and these early devices were
susceptible to intrusion and hacking as well. However, the most notable 20th century hacking
movement was known as Phreaking, and it involved “hacking” through telephones.Phreaking
began after phone companies switched from human operators to automated switches.
Automated switches determined where to route a phone call based on the tonal frequency
generated by telephones when numbers were dialed. The pitched beeps heard when pressing
buttons on cell phones is reminiscent of this, as each button produces a differently pitched tone.
Tones in succession dialed numbers with automatic switches, and the phone user would have
their call connected to the number dialed.Certain other tones translated to different actions,



though- phreakers discovered that by imitating the special tones they could control the
automated switches and get free long-distance phone calls across the world. Phreaking then
evolved into a culture of individuals who would explore and experiment with phone systems,
often delving into illegal methods to have fun and evade fees. Skilled phreakers could even
eavesdrop on phone calls and manipulate phone company employees by impersonating
technical staff.A few phreakers became famous within the community for discovering new
techniques and furthering the phreaking study. Joseph Engressia was the first to discover the
tone needed to make long distance calls, and John “Captain Crunch” Draper found that a prize
whistle within a cereal box produced that exact tone, and he gained his nickname from that
finding. Interviews of prominent phreakers inspired later generations- Steve Jobs himself liked
to partake in the hobby. Networked computers and the invention of BBS brought the culture to
even more people, so the pastime grew tremendously. No longer a small movement, the
government took notice in 1990 when phreaking communities were targeted by the United
States Secret Service through Operation Sundevil. The operation saw a few phreaking groups
shut down for illegal activity. As time progressed, landlines became increasingly less popular
having to compete with cell phones, so phreaking mostly died in the 1990s. Mostly, phreaking
culture sidestepped and got absorbed into hacking culture when personal computers became
affordable to most families. By the mid-1980s, corporations and government facilities were being
hacked into regularly by hobbyists and “white-hat” professionals who report computer
vulnerabilities. Loyd Blankenship wrote the “Hacker Manifesto” on an online magazine viewed
by hackers and phreakers in 1986; the document later became a key piece in the philosophy of
hackers as it attributes them as curious individuals who are not guilty of crime. Hacking
continued to develop and in 1988 Robert Morris created a computer worm that crashed Cornell
University’s computer system. Although likely not malicious, this situation marked a division in
computer hacking. Some individuals continued to have fun as “white-hats” and others sought
illegal personal gain as “black-hat” hackers.The most popular hacker group today is most
definitely Anonymous. The aptly-named group is essentially hidden and member-less because
it performs “operations” that any person can join, usually by voluntarily joining a botnet and
DDoSing (these terms will be discussed further in subsequent chapters). Anonymous is most
popular for their “raids” on Habbo Hotel, scientology, and Paypal. While some actions the group
take seem contradictory to past action or counter-intuitive, these facts make sense because
Anonymous does not have a defined membership and actions are taken by individuals claiming
to be part of the group- there are no core members. Many news outlets label Anonymous as a
terrorist group, and constant hacking operations keep the group in the public eye today. Edward
Snowden became a household name in 2013 when he leaked sensitive documents from the
National Security Agency that revealed the US government’s domestic and worldwide
surveillance programs. Snowden is hailed as a hero by those that believe the surveillance was
unwarranted, obtrusive, and an invasion of privacy. Opponents of Snowden claim he is a
terrorist who leaked private data of the government. No matter which way the situation is



viewed, it becomes clear that hacking and cybersecurity are grand-scale issues in the modern
world.
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Howard Felton, “Interesting and Informative.. Everything you ever wanted to know about Hacking
but were afraid to ask. I must admit that when I started reading this book I had a pretty negative
outlook on hacking. However nothing could be further from reality. This can be used as a real
force for good. If there are things going on that are shady or if you are caught in an emergency
this is great knowledge to possess. I have to say this book is perfect for you if you don't know too
much about how to do it and want to learn more in a very easy uncomplicated way. Worth
reading.”

Albert, “Highly interesting and informative!. Hacking, cracking… These words cause fear in our
hearts after some scaring movies. But hacker is not necessarily a misdoer. Big and prosperous
software companies have special departments of ethical hackers, who are absolutely legal, and
get good money. In recent decades, they have helped drastically increase security of computer
systems. To reach the summit of hacking, one has to work hard, and the beginning is in the first
simple steps. The purpose of this book is to show principles of these basic steps. The author
accentuates, “The demonstrations in this book are admittedly basic, for they were provided to
stimulate an interest in security/hacking.” What I like most here is history of hacking with its
beginning from Roman Empire. We have a heap of examples that teach us how hackers can
work (and how to protect ourselves against hackers). I really like this book! If you are interested
in computer science, this is a must read book for you.”

V.Lee, “Very interesting book!!. This was such an interesting book! I've always been kind of
interested in hacking and when I saw the kindle book version I thought sure I might as well pick it
up. But boy am I ever glad I did. The book went through the history of hacking and where code
actually started from, which was really neat to learn. It also explained all the computer terms so
that a novice computer user like me now understands what they mean! lol Even if your not
looking to become a hacker the book in general is interesting and gaining the knowledge of how
people actually hack you kind of gives you a heads up if it were to ever happen.”

OnePounchMan, “Great guide!. A very interesting read! This book is very informative and it will
teach you all the basic information of hacking. I find this guide very comprehensive and very
detailed. It also contains practical tips, tricks and strategies. A great book for beginners who
want to start learning the basic and become a master hacker. Highly recommended!”

Magic Mike, “Obfuscating Defined. This book is not an encouragement for doing bad things, but
you have to learn at least the overview why and how are we being hacked, and in what way we
don't have any idea about. Must read to avoid being victim of cyber theft, not really how to
become a hacker itself.”



Sammy hermans, “Good introduction to hacking. This book is a good introduction for anybody
looking for basic information to start hacking or who is interested in learning more about this
topic. You first get a history overview and after an must know basic information to start. At last
you can learn some basic hacking techniques.”

Robert Renfro, “Recommended. I like the cover, it's really millennial -- modern and minimalist.
Nice. I also love how the book started with a very good re-telling of the "hacking history". Over
all, the book has been really informative and helpful, I just hope people will use it the right way.”

The book by Isaac D. Cody has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 37 people have provided feedback.
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